
What is LEA?

“Working empirically is a complex task and
acquiring the necessary technical expertise in
order to use the tools can lead to frustration”
(Bubenhofer, 2011, p. 148)

LEA (Linguistic Exercerises with Annotation
Tools) is a new didactic concept helping
students to become familiar with corpus
linguistic methods and annotation tools.

Main idea
Linguistic exercises like PoS categorization or
syntactic analysis are being solved with
annotation tools. The didactic concept can
be best explained in terms of the “Trojan
Horse metaphor” except that there is
something good coming out from the
horse’s inside, i.e. the computational know
how: While doing exercises students learn
about corpus linguistic methods and ways of
creating sustainable annotated data, since
they are basically solving an annotation task.

Advantages for students
 Step by step introduction to annotation

tools and guidelines
 Media change and new visualizations can

help to understand the linguistic concepts

Advantages for teachers
 Tools to automatically analyze and

evaluate students’ answers
 Ready to use in linguistic classes
 Easy integration of own exercises
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Present and future of LEA

The two presented LEA exercise packages are used in introductions to German linguistics at the Universities of
Hamburg and Düsseldorf. Based on the experiences from these classes we improved the packages. We included, for
instance, descriptions on how to download the xml files for the syntax exercise which proved to be problematic.

For the future, we plan to add further exercises which address new topics and introduce new annotation tools, e.g.
annotation of semantic roles with SALTO (Burchardt et al., 2006), spoken language with EXMARaLDA (Schmidt and
Wörner, 2009) or phonetic analysis with Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2013).

The part-of-speech exercise

Every student of linguistics is being
confronted with PoS exercises at some
point of her academical studies, usually in
the first year. A classical task would be
assigning categories like noun, verb or
preposition to specific word forms, e.g. the
tokens in a sentence.

Learning goals
(1) Various aspects connected to csv or

similar files:
 Opening them with a spreadsheet

application,
 handling different kinds of delimiters like

tab or comma,
 choosing the right encoding when

opening text files which contain non-
ASCII characters like German umlauts.

(2) STTS and annotation guidelines

Automatic correction

The syntax exercise

Students of German linguistics need to
practice how to (1) identify phrases, (2)
assign the right category to them and (3)
assign syntactic functions to them.

Learning goals
(1) Becoming familiar with trees (nodes &

edges) for syntactic annotation
(2) First contact with xml files
(3) Annotation scheme (similar to the

Negra/Tiger-Annotation scheme cf.
Brants et al., 2002)

Automatic correction
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Task
Use the simplified version
of STTS for the parts of
speech and add the tags to
the sentence in a tab-
separated-values file using
a spreadsheet application.

Task
Use Synpathy to mark the phrases of a
sentence, assign the phrase types as node
labels and syntactic functions as edge labels.

Find LEA online 

https://korpuslab.github.io/lea
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